CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LOS ANGELES

Adapted Physical Education Added Authorization (18 semester credits)

The Adapted Physical Education Added Authorization is an add on authorization by the State of California for holders of the single-subject teaching credential in Physical Education, Multiple Subject Credential and Education Specialist Credential. The following courses listed in A. represent the APEAA requirements but may require additional modifications and/or prerequisite courses as needed, these are listed in B.

A. COURSES

KIN 4250 Dimensions of Kinesiology for Individuals with Disabilities 3
KIN 3180 Assessment of All Student Learning in Physical Education 4
KIN 3220 Professional Aesthetic, Cooperative and Adventure Activities for Inclusive PE 4
KIN 4340 Organizational Strategies in Adapted Physical Education 3
KIN 4800 Educational Field Experiences in Adapted PE 1
KIN 5360 Seminar: Issues in Adapted Physical Education 3

B. PREREQUISITES:  If a candidate does not have a background in physical education, they must complete the following prerequisite courses or a suitable substitute or pass the CSET in physical education prior to acceptance as a candidate for the APEAA.

KIN 3190 Instructional Strategies for Inclusive PE
KIN 3200 Professional Invasion and Net Activities for Inclusive PE
KIN 3650 Applied Motor Learning
KIN 3700 Psychomotor Development

C. OTHER REQUIREMENTS:

Grade Point Average (GPA): 3.0

Portfolio and Exit Interview

Recommendation of APEAA Program Coordinator and one other faculty member

For Information contact: Dr. Robbi Beyer, Ph.D., Professor and APEAA Coordinator
School of Kinesiology, Nutrition, and Food Science EMAIL: rbeyer@calstatela.edu
California State University, Los Angeles 5151 State University Drive, PE 209 Los Angeles, CA 90032